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Given two discrete random processes, what is the largest possible average 
mutua l  information between them ? An application of the Ornstein-Sinai  
theorem of ergodic theory is used to show that if the processes are ergodic, 
then there exists a pair process with the given processes as coordinates uch 
that the average mutua l  information between the coordinates is the max imum 
possible value, the smaller of the two entropy rates. As an application and 
interpretation, the information-theoret ic analog of a recently developed istance 
measure on random processes is defined and the topologies induced by the two 
distance measures on spaces of random processes are compared and contrasted. 
Th is  demonstrates a fundamenta l  relation between mutual  information and 
mutua l  approximation of random processes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us say we have two discrete-alphabet, discrete-time, stationary, and ergodic 
random processes, [A,/~] and [B, v]; that is, 
(1) A is a countable set called an alphabet; 
(2) A ~ is the space of all doubly-infinite sequences of elements of A 
(i.e., i fx  ~ A% then x = ( .... x - l ,  Xo, xl ,...), xi e A); 
(3) ~A is the a-field of subsets of_//~ generated by the cylinders of the form 
C ~-{x:x  i ~ -a i ,m ~i<.~n};a  i~A;  
(4) /z is a stationary measure on (A% ~) ;  i.e., if T denotes the shift 
operation defined by (Tx)o = x l ,  then Ix(TG) =/z(G)  for any G ~-YA ; 
(5) /* is ergodic, i.e., if TG -= G, then/x(G) is zero or one; 
(6) the sequence of coordinate variables {X}n~_o~ defined by X,~(x) = 
Xo(T~x) ~ x~ on the probability (sequence) space (A ~°, ~ ,/x) form a discrete 
stationary-ergodic process also denoted [A,/z] or [A,/~, X~]. 
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Similarly, define B °°, ~B, v, and the coordinate variables Yn on B °°. Two 
processes, [A,/~] and [A,/~2] are identical if/zl(C ) = /~2(C) for all cylinders. 
Define the entropy rate H(X) or H.  of the process in the usual way, that is, 
H(X) ~ lira n-lH(Xn), 
n-~ oo 
H(X") ~ - -Z  I~(a") log tzn(an), ' 
A n 
where A ~ is the set of all A-valued n-tuples, and /z"(a',) ~/~({x: xl = a¢, 
0 ~ i ~ n -- 1)), where a n ~ (a o ..... a,_l). The existence of the above limit s
well known. Define H(Y)  or H~ in the same manner. 
To consider the average mutual information between the given random 
processes requires ajoint statistical description. Given two processes [A,/z] and 
[B, v], let ~, , ,  = ~([A,/~], [B, v]) be the space of all stationary pair processes 
having [A,/~] and [B, v] as coordinates or "marginals,' I i.e., if [A × B, p] E P. . , ,  
then p is a stationary measure on ((A X B)% ~(A  x B)), and 
p(G x B °~) : /~(G),  G e o~(A) 
p(A~ × C) = ~(V), C e S~(B). 
Define o~ A × ~B = ~A×B • In a slight abuse of notation, we denote the shift 
operation on A °~, B% and (A × B) ~ by Tso that ify e (A x B)% theny = (x,y), 
x ~A ~°, y 6 B °°, and Ty = (Tx, Ty). Denote by (X~, Y~), the coordinate 
function on (A × B) °~ so that (Xn, Yn) (z ) :  (Xn, Y~)(x,y)-~ (Xn(x), 
Yn(Y)) ---- (x, ,  y,). Given any p e ~, define in the usual manner the average 
mutual information rate 
I~(X; Y) = H, + H~ -- H~ = H(X) + H(Y)  H(X, Y). 
Also useful are the concepts of conditional entropy rate H~(X [ Y )= H,(X, Y) -- 
H(Y)  and H~(Y I X) = H,(X, Y) -- H(X). The many properties and inequali- 
ties for these information quantities may be found in standard texts, e.g., in 
Gallager (1968) and Billingsley (1968). In particular, all of these quantities are 
nonnegative. 
The primary question addressed in this paper is the following: Given two 
processes [A,/z, X~] and [B, v, Y~], what is the largest possible average mutual 
information rate I , (X; Y) between them, that is, what is 
i([A,/~], [B, v]) ~ i (X, Y) = sup I~(X; Y) ? (1) 
~0e~/z,v 
In addition, is the sumpremum actually a maximum, and if so, what is the p 
yielding i ? Note that the opposite problem of minimizing I~(X; Y) has an 
obvious olution in that choosingp as the product measurep(G X F) ~ iz(G)v(F) 
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makes the two processes independent and therefore I~(X; Y) = 0 (as can be 
easily directly verified). Since I~(X; Y)  = H(X)  -- H~(X 1 Y)  = H(Y)  -- 
H~(Y IX  ) and conditional entropies are nonnegative, we have immediately 
that 
I(X; Y) =< min(H(X), H(Y)).  (2) 
A natural question is: Does (2) hold with equality ?An affirmative answer to this 
question is obtained in the next section as an application of the Ornstein-Sinai 
theorem of ergodic theory and provides a new information-theoretic interpreta- 
tion of this important result. 
The maximization of (2) bears a strong resemblance to a recently developed 
notion of the distance between processes. Let p: A × B --~ R+, the nonnegative 
real line, denote a measure of distance between letters in A and letters in B, 
that is, for any a e A, b ~ B, p(a, b) is small if a and b are "good" approximations 
of each other and large otherwise. The most important such measure for discrete 
processes i the Hamming distance d defined by 
d(a, b) =0 a = b, 
=I  a=/=b. 
A notion of distance between random processes reflecting the individual etter 
distance is the 15 distance defined as follows: 
/5([A,/z], [B, v]) = inf E~{p(Xo, Yo)} 
and the important special case of the d distance 
d([A,/z], [B, v]) = inf E,{d(Xo, Y0)} 
~ ~'~.a,v 
where ~..~ is as previously defined, and E.  denotes expectation over p, i.e., 
Y0)} = f p((x0, Y0)(~)) @(~)- E~{p(Xo , 
The d distance was developed by Ornstein (1973) largely as a convenience for 
stating the various steps in his elegant proof of the Isomorphism Theorem. It 
has also proved a useful mechanism for classifying random processes (Ornstein, 
1973). The general/5 distance has been shown to have applications to approxima- 
tion of random processes, source coding, quantization, information theory in 
unknown statistical environments, and nonblock coding techniques (Gray 
et aL, 1975; Gray et aL, 1975; Neuhoff et aL, 1975; Gray et al., 1975; Gray and 
Davisson (1975)). 
The t5 distance measures how well two processes can be made to approximate 
each other at a single time, i.e., it says how well they can be matched up in a 
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sense by considering them to be coordinates of a stationary pair process. This 
parallels the i v notion of matching up the coordinates as well as possible in an 
average mutual information sense. This motivates defining an information 
measuring analog of the/5 distance as follows: Define the i distance between two 
processes [_/l,/,] and [B, v] by 
i(X, Y) = i([~4,/~], [B, v]) z~ H(X) q- H(Y) -- 2i(X, Y) 
= inf {H~(X[ Y) -~- H~(Y] X)} 
so that two processes are "close" in the i sense (small ~) if their average mutual 
information can be made large. Thus fi measures how well two processes can be 
made to approximate ach other, and i measures how mutually informative the 
processes can be made to be about each other. We note that i resembles an 
information distance of Rajski (1961), but differs in that no fixed joint measure 
on an underlying space is assumed, rather the extremizing measure is found. 
It is natural to ask how the topologies induced on spaces of random processes 
by the distance measures/5 and i compare with each other. In particular, which 
is the "stronger" or "finer" distance ?Are closeness in the two senses equivalent ? 
Again, the Sinai theorem provides the solution and thereby demonstrates a 
fundamental connection between mutual approximation and mutual information 
between random processes. 
2. ~VIAXIMUM ~/[UTFAL INFORMATION 
THEOREM 1. I f  [A, tz, X~] and [B, v, Y~] are ergodie processes, then 
i([A, ~, X~], [B, v, Yn]) = max I~(X; Y) 
= min(H,  H) .  
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that H~ /> H , .  Given H¢, as in 
Shields there exists a probability vector ~ = (Tr¢ ; i = 1,..., [1 B If} for which 
HB!I 
- -~  7r i log wi ~ Hr .  
i=1 
Set C = {1,..., II B {]} and let ~/denote the product measure on (C ~°, ~c)  induced 
by ~, i.e., 
~(z: zi = j~;  m <i  ~< ~) = H ~.  
i----m 
Denote by Z~ the coordinate function Z~ : C ~° --~ C defined by Zn(z) ~ zn. 
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The constructed process [C, ~7, Zn] is an independent identically distributed 
(iid) process. From the Ornstein-Sinai theorem (Shields, 1973, p. 60; Sinai, 
1972) since H,  >/H~ ~ H(Z), both of the processes [A,/x, X~] and [B, v, Yn] can 
be coded into [C, 7, Zn] in a stationary way. That is, there exist measurable 
mappings 7: d~ --* C% y,: B ~° ---> C% such that the mappings are stationary: 
and 
7Tx = T~,x, xeA ~ 
pTy = Try, y a B °o 
~-~G = ~(G) 
m/-1G = ~(G). 
Ge~% 
We next use the two processes and the two mappings to construct hree 
auxiliary processes. 
Specify the measure p on (-/t * × C% ~ X ~c) by 
p(c  × F )=. (Gn~- IF ) ,  
Define the pair-valued random process [A × C, (X~, Z~)] by 
(x~, z.)(x, .) = (x.(~), z~(~)) = (~., ~.); (~, ~) e n~ x c ~. 
Note that 
p(c × c~) = ~(c); G~o% 
p(Aoo × Fc  ~) = m,-~F = v(F); Ye~ 
so that [A × C, p, (X~, Z~)] has [A,/x, X~] and [C, ~, Z~] as coordinate pro- 
cesses. Similarly, define the pair-valued random process [B × C, if, (Y , ,  Zn)] by 
~(H × F) = v(H ~ 9-1F); H e ~,  F e Yc 
(Y ,~,Z~)(y ,z )  ~ (Y,~(y),Z~(z)) = (y~,z~); (y , z )  eB  ~ × C% 
having [B, v, Y~] and [C, ~7, Z~] as coordinate processes. Define the conditional 
probabilities p, and/7,, z e C% as any measurable functions satisfying 
Kc  × F) = .IF pXG) a~(z), all c ~ ~ 
f i(H × F) = -It ~(H)  d~l(z), all H e o~g, 
that is, e.g., p~ is the Radon-Nikodym derivative ofp with respect to ~7. 
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Finally, we form a triple-valued random process [A × B X C, q, (Xn, Yn, Z~)] 
by "gluing" together the two pair processes along the z coordinate, i.e., specify 
q by 
q(G X H X F) = fFp~(G)f~(g)@(z), Ge~, , ,  Neon'B, Fete ,  
and define (Xn, Y,~, Z~) = (X,~(x), Y . (y ) ,  Zn(Z)) : (Xrt , Yn , ~'n)" 
Note that q(G X B °~ x F) - p(G x F) and p(A ~° X H x F) = ~(H X F) so 
that the (X~, Zn) pair process readoff of the triple process [A x B x C, q, 
(X~, Y~, Zn)] is identical to [A X C, p, (X~ , Z~)] and similarly for [B × C, 
i ,  (Y . ,  z.)]. 
We shall show that the pair process (X~, Y~) defined on the probability space 
[A X B X C,O~A X~,~ X ~c ,q]  by 
(Xn , Yn)(x, y, z) = (xn , Yn) 
has the desired, maximal mutual information. 
We next relate the coordinate ntropies in the following lemma. 
LEMMA. 
H(X)  = H(X,  Z), 
H(Y )  = H(Y,  Z). 
Proof of Lemma. Two processes are isomorphic if there exists a measurable, 
stationary, invertible almost everywhere, measure preserving mapping between 
the two sequence spaces. Isomorphic processes must have the same entropy 
(see, e.g., Shields, 1973). Given the processes [A,/z, X~] and [A x C, p, (X~, 
Z~)], the mapping ¢: A °~ -+ A ~ X C ~° defined by ¢(x) = (x, y(x)) is stationary 
since y is stationary, i.e., y(Tx) = (Tx, y(Tx)) = (Tx, Ty(x)) = T(x, y(x)) = 
T~b(x). 
Since p is specified by its values on sets of the form G X F, G e ~,  F e 5B, 
and since 
p(G X F) = t*(G n y-~F) 
= ff({x: x E G and x e y-iF}) 
=/*({x: x e G and y(x) eF}) 
= t*({-: ¢(x) e c; x F}) 
= ~¢-1(a  x F), 
we have that p(G)- - /z¢-a(G) ,  G e ~ x J c  and therefore ¢-1 is measure 
preserving. Next let G ~ ~A • We have that 
p(¢,(a)) = p({(~, r('O); x -- 63) 
= p(G x y(G)) = t~(G m y-*(y(G)). 
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Since G C 7-17G we have that G (3 r- iv(G) = G and hence p~b(G) = if(G) so 
that ¢ preserves measure. 
Finally, with probability (1), the points in A ~ X C * have the form ¢(x) = 
(x, y(x)) and hence ¢ is almost everywhere invertable. 
Thus [d,/*, X~] and [A × C, p, (X n , Z~)] are isomorphic and hence, H(X) = 
H(X, Z). In an essentially identical manner, [B, v, Y~] and [B × C, p, (Y~, Z~)] 
can be shown to be isomorphic and hence H(Y) =- H(Y, Z). Roughly speaking, 
H(X, Z) >/H(X) is obvious. Since Z is a deterministic coding of X, however, it 
can add no entropy so that H(X, Z) = H(X). 
We now complete the proof of the theorem. We have, using standard inequali- 
ties on the constructed process (X~, Yn) that 
H(X, Y) <~ H(X, Y, Z) = g(x ,  Y] Z) + H(Z) 
<: H(X ] Z) + H(Y I Z) + H(Z). 
From the lemma we have that H(Y, Z) = H(Y) ~- H~ : H(Z), by" assumption, 
and therefore H(Y J Z) = H(Y, Z) -- H(Z) -= 0 and hence 
H(X, Y) <~ H(X I Z) + H(Z) = H(X, Z) = H(X) 
and therefore 
I(X, Y) = H(X) + H(Y) -- H(XY) 
>/H(Y). 
Since I(X; Y) = H(Y) -- H(Y l X) <~ H(Y), the proof is complete. 
3. DISTANCE MEASURES ON RANDOM PROCESSES 
THEOREM 2. Let [A, i] and [B, v] be ergodic processes, then 
~([A, t ] ,  [B, ~]) = IN .  - -  n~]  
and hence i is a pseudometric onthe class of ergodic processes. 
Proof. From Theorem 1 we have that 
~([A, i ] ,  [B, v]) = H ,  + H v --  2i([A, i] ,  [B, v]) 
= H .  + H. - -  2 min(H. ,  H~) 
= IH . - -H~] .  
Since entropy rate is a continuous function in the d distance (and the fi distance 
for any metric p), closeness in d implies closeness in i but not vice versa; i.e., 
if processes look alike, they can be made to have large average mutual 
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information; two processes can have large mutual information, however, and 
look quite different. Thus, the f topology on the class of ergodic processes is 
"coarser" than the ~ topology and is therefore in a sense the less fundamental 
measure of the difference between random processes. 
We close with an example. Consider two binary lid processes X~ and Y~ with 
Pr[X~ ~ 1] =p,  Pr[X,~ = 0] = 1 --  p, Pr[Y~ = 1] = q, Pr[Yn = 0] = 1 --  q, 
p, q <~ { (coin flipping). Gray et al. (1975) have shown that d(X, Y) = [ p - -  q 1. 
Theorem 2 implies that i (X, Y )  ~ I h(p)  - -  h(q)[ where h(a) = - -a  log a --  
(1 - -  a) log(1 --  a). It is easily seen that f and d generate the same topology on the 
class of all iid binary processes and that closeness in the two distances are 
equivalent in this space. 
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